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WAY BACK WHEN

Is the Boy Scouts of America Really
Founded upon a Myth?
By
David C. Scott
ISCA #5425L

Part 1: William D. Boyce’s
Grand Epic Fail
Stop me if you’ve heard this one
before,

d.scott@scottsales.com

On a day in August 1909, a
wealthy American newspaper
and magazine publisher, W.D. Boyce,
set out on foot for a business meeting
in London. The city―a metropolis still
largely heated by coal and lit by gas―
was in the midst of one of its legendary
‘pea-soup’ fogs. The fog was so thick
that Boyce hesitated before crossing the
street.

***
William Dickson Boyce was a Chicago newspaper publisher
and a very successful one. Having been in the industry since
the 1880s, he was a self-made millionaire with a simple sales
system―hire young boys to go door-to-door and stand on street
corners to hawk his newspapers.
And it worked well.
The Saturday Blade and Chicago Leger
combined to have a circulation of 750,000
copies each week sold throughout the
Midwestern farm belt. The other key to his
success was to feature bigger and better stories
than his competitors. And as a highly successful
self-promoter, sometimes Boyce had to make
himself newsworthy.

At that moment a boy ‘about ten or twelve
years old, I think’ (as Boyce recalled
two decades later) appeared out of the
gloom, with a lantern in his hand. The
boy offered to guide Boyce across the
street, and the grateful American took
him up on the offer. When they reached
the other side in safety, Boyce reached
into his pocket for a coin. But the boy
refused Boyce’s tip. He was a Boy
Scout, he explained, and he was simply
doing a ‘good turn.’ ‘I was interested,’
Boyce later wrote, ‘and asked him about
his organization.’

Beginning in the summer of 1909, he did just
that. But it was not of his own invention. This
potential publicity coup was brought to him by
photographer George R. Lawrence in early
July, who noted that Boyce could capitalize on
Theodore Roosevelt’s popularity.

Noting that the former president was at the time
cutting a murderous swath across British East
Africa (now Kenya) collecting specimens on
a year-long expedition sponsored by the the
Smithsonian Institution, Lawrence observed
that Roosevelt was garnering large amounts of
W.D.
Boyce
Boyce never learned the boy’s name.
press coverage. Certainly, this was due in part to
To this day the lad with the lantern is
Roosevelt’s highly popular weekly columns wired into the offices
revered in the lore of Scouting as the ‘Unknown Scout.’
of The Outlook magazine in New York City, in addition to the
But the eventual result of this random meeting on a foggy
news reports describing the crates of dead animals that he and
London day was the founding of the most successful and
his team were shipping back to Washington, DC for examination
enduring youth movements in the history of the United
and display.
States―the Boy Scouts of America.
And that’s how Chuck Wills, the author of BSA’s official founding
story describes it in his 2010 Centennial History.
There are several things about the Story of the Unknown Scout,
aka, The Fog Story, that we know. Primarily, it changed over
time from its first published report in February 1910 through its
latest a century later. In fact, when retold, the month changed,
the meeting with Baden-Powell changed, even the question as
to whether fog (or smog if you consider the massive amount of
air pollution caused by those coal-burning stoves) was present
waffled upon retellings.
In the September and December columns of “Way Back When,” I
will deconstruct the legend of BSA’s founding story with provable
facts, hopefully putting an end to much of the speculation
surrounding its verity.

Lawrence approached Boyce to fund a trip to the Dark Continent
to do something similar yet unique―take still photographs (as
well as moving pictures) of the live animals that Roosevelt was
killing. The publisher loved the idea.
“Pictures will live,” Boyce quipped, “when hides will rot.”
However, this image gathering would not be done using a
traditional method―it had to be sensational…something never
before attempted. So, Lawrence proposed to launch a man and
a camera in a hot air balloon to capture the animals from high
above their natural habitats.
When strategically leaked to local news editors, predictably,
the story made national headlines, such as in the pages of
the Mansfield (MA) News, who described it as “a novel feat of
photography.”
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But such was nothing new to George
Lawrence, who for some time
already had been taking pictures
from balloons. He was known as
having “perfected a controlling device
which he [said would] hold a camera
steady for a timed exposure almost
indefinitely.” He was so cocksure
about its use that he had it patented in
fifteen countries.

Hughes set to work on other pieces of
required equipment. Two balloons (primary
and back-up) were purchased from a US
manufacturer and constructed of the finest
silk material available. Each could hold a
capacity of 30,000 cubic feet of hydrogen
gas (not hot air) and could support up to 3
men and a large camera. In order to make the
gas, Hughes had to acquire a tank of sulfuric
acid and large amounts of iron filings and
scraps, as this concoction was believed to
be superior to hot air in terms of lifting power.
But that was not all. Hughes also had to bring
over two large towers and a couple of large
box kites along with other types of cameralifting equipment, just in case the balloons
failed to get off the ground.

Intrigued, Boyce agreed to pour
some of his financial largess into the
project and steal some wind from the
Rooseveltian sails. And in doing so, he
knew he ultimately would profit greatly
by selling more newspapers. Noting
that time was of the essence (and
needing a diversion from his recent
divorce), Boyce quickly began making
preparations for his sensational
African Balloonograph Expedition
scheduled for later in the year.

Hughes and Caywood supplied the
“flashlight”
equipment
for
nighttime
photography, telephone equipment for interparty communiqué from tent to balloon, all
projectors, screens, sound equipment, and
the Edison Talking Machine to play it all back
on. Together, the 30 cameras, photographic
equipment, and supplies came in at a hefty
14 tons.

Understanding that he needed the
services of a qualified writer and
aide, Boyce contacted his friend
Charles A. Hughes, a sportswriter
for the Chicago Record Herald, to
serve as the Expedition’s writer and
secretary. Hughes agreed to the post
on the condition that his fiancée, Anna
Corbin, and her mother be allowed to
travel with them to London, gratis.

Additionally, Hughes brought enough
firearms for a small army and enough bullets
to seemingly kill all the game left in Africa that
Roosevelt had missed. He also procured a
plethora of field clothing and pith helmets,
and a doctor who quit his domestic practice
George R. Lawrence
for a few months to join the Expedition.
THE SENDOFF
Hughes even began negotiations with movie
theaters
across
the
United States to publicly present the yet-toIn mid-July, Boyce agreed and immediately set off by train
bound for Washington, DC, Baltimore, and New York City to be-shot moving picture show when they returned sometime in
collect letters of introduction to British provincial governors, royal early 1910.
princes, and influential politicians for his growing entourage.
And even with all of this going on, Charles Hughes managed to
Arriving at the posh Waldorf Astoria Hotel in downtown Manhattan get married on July 31 in Eaton Rapids (outside Chicago) and
in late July 1909, Boyce used it as his central office prior to return to the Windy City the next day to make final preparations.
departure for London on August 4. From the hotel’s wire office,
Boyce let loose of a series of trans-Atlantic cables to newspapers
THE FARCE BEGINS
in London to procure them as purchasers of his soon-to-beproduced aerial animal photographs along with becoming the On August 4, 1909, Boyce boarded the ship Mauritania in New
recipients of a litany of his promotional ideas.
York Harbor and set sail for London. Reported the Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette, “It is Mr. Boyce’s intention to go to British East
Needing more photographic manpower, within a few days Africa, where ex-President Roosevelt has been hunting, and to
the businessman procured the world’s only motion picture make photographs of wild animals from a balloon.”
photographer, Ellery S. Caywood, who had taken images of wild
beasts from above the ground―and survived. With him came Hughes arrived in New York City only days later and began
two cameras, 50,000 feet of film, and an in-field developing lab.
the process of supervising the loading of the extraordinarily
large amount of equipment into another steamer’s cargo hold.
On the still-image side of the photographic spectrum, George Unfortunately, the acid and ammunition were not allowed on
Lawrence had different needs. His photographic plates alone board, so he arranged for the acid to be purchased from a
were heavy and huge―22x55 inches―and of which 60 would German supplier overseas and be sent directly to Mombasa,
be taken abroad. His lenses also were special.
British East Africa. He contracted Wells Fargo to find a way to
ship the ammunition.
“The lenses for aerial work must necessarily be of much greater
focal length than those of ordinary cameras,” commented Boyce, now in London, had a premonition of disaster. He cabled
Lawrence. “One of my cameras will have an equivalent to an Hughes and Lawrence (now having begun crossing the Atlantic
ordinary camera with a bellows forty feet long. This, in a way, is on August 14) to make certain that Lawrence had all of his
similar to using a long range rifle with a telescopic sight.”
photographic equipment. And as feared, Lawrence reported
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Balloonograph Camp
that he had left one camera back in Illinois. Frantically, Hughes
began sending a flurry of telegrams back and forth to Chicago
to get someone…anyone…to find it and ship it ahead to Africa.
This only would be the first of a series of unfortunate events that
ultimately would qualify this expedition as an “epic fail” in the
vernacular of today’s teen.
Now bound for Naples, Italy, aboard the German steamer Adolph
Woermann, Hughes, his new bride Anna and her mother, George
Lawrence with his son, Raymond, and Caywood hoped things
would begin to go smoother. On a whim, Lawrence hooked up
a camera to a kite and took a spectacular aerial shot of the

steaming ship making its ocean crossing that he developed while
on board, and wired to newspapers nationally.
Arriving in Naples in late August, Boyce and three additional
film and sound technicians were waiting for them and boarded
their arriving ship that was being held in temporary port. Anna
Hughes and her mother disembarked and waved good-bye to
the departing explorers.
Boyce’s party arrived in the port of Mombasa in late-September
and immediately departed cross country for Nairobi. Once
there, Lawrence unpacked the balloons and filled them with the
hydrogen gas.
After inflation, he got into the basket
with a camera and slowly rose skyward.
As he was rising, one perplexed native
shouted he was “going to dine with
God.” And when he returned to earth,
another one asked if God had given
him anything to eat. Lawrence, himself,
reported, “the view was spectacular.”
But the others would have to take his
word for it because his images did not
develop properly. The lousy news would
not end.
Another bad omen (and perhaps the
biggest and most embarrassing) was that
the massive advertising sign attached
to the primary balloon identifying
the “Balloonograph Expedition” was
misspelled as “Baloonograph.” Oops.

Cawood Building the Basket
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Heading into the bush, Boyce commanded the largest expedition
ever to leave Nairobi at the time―even exceeding Roosevelt’s
safari party (and that man was not a light traveller). It included
four spans of 16 oxen each along with 400
natives just to move the massive amount
of equipment. Of the nine expeditioners,
each had three personal servants, of
which the “tent boy” drew his master
a bath each morning in the personal
bathroom attached to each tent. And
following English tradition, he served him
tea promptly a 4pm each afternoon.
After a short time, it became apparent that
Lawrence was more of a big talker rather
than a doer as the excuses for inaction
flew: the conditions never were “quite
right” for photography. Some days had
too much wind; others had too little; and
even some were simply “too hot.” To make
matters worse, nothing he shot ever came
out fully developed. Eventually a fedup Boyce demanded that something be
photographed successfully, so Lawrence
rigged up a camera system with an
automatic trip wire to fire off an exposure
above some lion bait. As expected, it would
become another epic failure.

THE INDIGNITY OF IT ALL
The entourage arrived back in Nairobi on
October 16, 1909, and made one final trip
into the sky in the balloon. However, Boyce
stayed behind and went into elephant
country to hunt. Although he bagged one
of the huge beasts, accusations flew as to
whether Boyce actually had shot it himself
or whether it was killed by another hunter
trying to keep Boyce from being trampled
to death―yet another par-for-the-course
for William D. Boyce’s Grand Epic Fail.
As a final piece of indignity, Boyce had his
own name stricken from the Expedition’s
official letterhead as a complete severace
of association.

Lawrence in Baloon-First Baloon Flight in
Africa-Aug 1, 1909

On the first night, the lions’ vociferous roars appeared to place
them extremely close to the bait. In the morning, Lawrence awoke
early to check the results. Unfortunately, he found his camera
chewed to bits, leaving no images.
Boyce, now highly aggravated, ordered Lawrence to “stay closer
to the bait” and “take pictures himself of the ‘King of Beasts’”
regardless of the danger. (For Lawrence’s safety, Boyce was
be kind enough to post a marksman nearby.) An uninterested
Lawrence asked that he be allowed to set up a telephone line with
the open end near the bait location where his personal servant
would listen for the man-eaters to gather and call him when there
was “action.” One night, the servant called Lawrence three times,
telling him that the lions were nigh. But the sleepy photographer
replied, “those aren’t lions” and returned to his slumber. The next
morning he denied being called at all.
But even with all of this embarrassment surrounding him (that
he was funding), Boyce had no choice but to send back frequent
(and positive) reports to his Chicago newspapers extolling his
Expedition’s esteemed progress. In the end, this whole farce
ended up being no more than a so-called “blame game.”

THE RECAP
To recap, first, the balloons did not work well and were used
only once due to acid problems. Second, although there was
plenty of wind for the kites, their pictures were of extremely poor
quality. Third, Lawrence did not bring any telephoto lenses and
blamed Kodak founder George Eastman for letting him down
at the last minute. Fourth, Lawrence’s enormous camera with
the huge bellows that could photograph up to a distance of 500
yards was so big that it scared awy the game when it was moved
into position. And fifth, Lawrence kept making promises and not
following through. Boyce surmised, “Lawrence used up a good
deal of time telling what he is going to do and then about the
same amount of time explaining why he failed.”
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At the blessed end of this “comedy of errors,” Boyce lamented
that the best pictures he had in his possession was not even
taken by his Expedition team but by a local African ostrich
rancher of his two new baby ostriches.
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By early December, Boyce was ready to
leave Africa and head back to London.
He purchased a 1st class ticket for himself
and two second class tickets for Lawrence and his son― putting
them down in steerage with the cattle and pilgrims heading to
Mecca.
He left Hughes and Caywood behind to “scour Africa” for any
animal photos they could find imitating the ones they had tried to
produce. It is unknown whether they found any but, fortunately,
some of Boyce’s movies turned out and were shown in US
theaters by summer.
Adding insult to injury, after arriving back in London, the local
papers extolled Boyce’s re-entry into the country as one
expected for a foreign dignitary―proposing the rich American to
stay over Christmas. However, Boyce just wanted to get home
and put this lunacy behind him. But in his final week abroad, he
had some time to kill.
On the morning of December 21, 1909, William D. Boyce was
sitting in his posh suite at the Savoy Hotel on the Strand in
London preparing to return to the United States with his tail
firmly tucked between his legs.
But he first had an errand to run―and it sure was foggy out…
or was it?

PART 2
The Deconstruction of Boyce’s Fog Story
See December’s ISCA Journal
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